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1. Python was developed by
A. Bjarne Stroustrup
B. Dennis Ritchie
C. Guido van Rossum Answer
D. James Gosling

2. What is the extension of the python file?
A. .p
B. .py Answer
C. .python
D. None of the above

3. What is used to define a block of code in Python?
A. Parenthesis
B. Indentation Answer
C. Curly braces
D. None of the above

4. Which function is used to take input in python?
A. scanf()
B. int()
C. prompt()
D. input() Answer

5. Which one of the following is a mutable data type?
A. set Answer
B. int
C. str
D. tupl

6. Which one of these is floor division?
a) /
b) // Answer
c) %
d) None of the mentioned

7. Which one of the following has the same precedence level?
a) Addition and Subtraction Answer



b) Multiplication, Division and Addition
c) Multiplication, Division, Addition and Subtraction
d) Addition and Multiplication

8. Which of these is the keyword?
A. in
B. is
C. assert
D. All of the above Answer

9. The range() function by default returns a ____
A. tuple
B. string
C. dict
D. list Answer

10. How to define an empty list
A. list[]
B. listname=[ ] Answer
C. listname[]
D. list=()

11. Which python function is used to return length?
A. len() Answer
B. length()
C. obj.len
D. none of the mention

12. The Slice operation is performed on a list using
A. slice
B. : (colon) Answer
C. .(dot)
D. - (hyphen)

13. The python tuple is _____ in nature.
A. Unchangeable
B. Immutable
C. Both A & B Answer
D. Mutable

14. Does the set supports indexing
A) Yes
B) No Answer

15. Which keyword is used for function?
A. define
B. fun
C. def Answer



D. function

16. Which of the following items are present in the function header?
A. function name
B. parameter list
C. return value
D. Both A and B Answer

17. What is called when a function is defined inside a class?
A. class
B. function
C. method Answer
D. module

18. What is a recursive function?
A. A function that calls another function.
B. A function which calls itself. Answer
C. Both A and B
D. None of the above

19. In which part of memory does the system store the
parameter and local variables of a function call?
A. heap
B. stack Answer
C. Uninitialized data segment
D. None of the above

20. Which one of the following is the correct way of calling a function?
A. function_name() Answer
B. call function_name()
C. ret function_name()
D. function function_name()

21. Which of the following functions is a built-in function in python?
A. array()
B. sqrt()
C. factorial()
D. print() Answer

22. To use a module in another module, you must import it using an ________ statement
A. import Answer
B. include
C. both A and B
D. none of the above



23. A package is a folder containing one or more Python modules. One of the modules in a
package must be called _______.
A. __package__.py
B. __main__.py
C. main.py
D. init.py E. __init__.py Answer

24. Which function is called an anonymous function?
A. Lambda Answer
B. map
C. filter
D. reduce

25. Which of the following is correct with respect to the OOP concept in Python?
A. Objects are real world entities while classes are not real. Answer
B. Classes are real world entities while objects are not real.
C. Both objects and classes are real world entities.
D. Both objects and classes are not real.

26. In python, what is the method inside a class?
A. attribute
B. object
C. argument
D. function Answer

27. Which of these is not a fundamental feature of OOP?
a) Encapsulation
b) Inheritance
c) Instantiation Answer
d) Polymorphism

28. _____ represents an entity in the real world with its identity and behavior
a) A method
b) An object Answer
c) A class
d) An operator

29. _____ is used to create an object.
a) class
b) constructor Answer
c) User-defined functions
d) In-built functions

30. How to declare a private variable in python, Using



a) private keyword
b) __ (double underscore) Answer
c) _ (single underscore)
d) none of the above

31. Which keyword is used to access members of the base class?
a) self
b) pass
c) super Answer
d) assert

32. Which of the following functions can be used to check if a file “logo” exists?
A. os.path.isFile(logo)
B. os.path.exists(logo)
C. os.path.isfile(logo) Answer
D. os.isFile(logo)

33. When will the else part of the try-except-else be executed?
A) always
B) when an exception occurs
C) when no exception occurs Answer
D) when an exception occurs in to except block

34. When is the finally block executed?
A) when there is no exception
B) when there is an exception
C) only if some condition that has been specified is satisfied
D) Always Answer

35. What happens when ‘1’ == 1 is executed?
A) we get a True
B) we get a False Answer
C) an TypeError occurs
D) a ValueError occurs
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